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The "How" of Budgeting
by CLINTON W. BENNETT
Partner, Cooley & Ma r vi n , Boston, Mass.

to the eloquence of the general chairman and the session
A chairman and considering
the eloquence of the man who is to speak after
FTER LISTENING

me this morning, I feel like the pilgrim in Scott's Ivanhoe, that I have been
ushered into this honorable company more to add to the numbers than to increase the glory. But it is a great pleasure indeed to be here.
I am much interested in the theme for today's conference sessions, "Assured
Profits." I am not at all sure that it is possible to assure profits. But, after all,
we will never have assured profits if we do not plan on them and if we plan
on them let's talk about them. So, this morning, I may not give you any profound
technical ideas and I certainly am not going to read you a lecture on budgeting
but I hope to develop some thoughts on budgeting and perhaps we may commune together a bit to our mutual advantage on this most interesting and highly
important phase of our work.
Some Problems of Management Today
I am sure many of you remember the late General Ayres who was a famous
economist with the Cleveland Trust Company. Back in the late 1920's —I think
it was in early 1929 —at a time when the "new era" was the order of the day
and we were supposed to be going along from strength to strength, General
Ayres made an interesting and, to me, highly significant observation. He said
"we need in this country today more than anything else an economist one hundred years old." Obviously what General Ayres meant was an economist who
had lived long enough to know that business activity runs in cycles, never in one
direction all of the time. And it seems to me that at this moment we could use
a few business men and a few accountants who are one hundred years old.
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Today business faces many problems and one of the most important of them
to be faced by every business sooner or later —it may be sooner than many of us
think —is that of determining the price tag to hang on its goods. What shall
we get for our products? What price will give us the maximum of volume to
keep the plant operating and provide the assured profits that we are talking
about?
For twenty years business has been on the upgrade. With the exception of
late 1937 and early 1938, business and prices have been rising. If a business
man made a mistake, if he called the turn wrong, all he had to do was wait and
events would catch up with him. As a result we have developed a whole generation of business executives and industrial accountants who have never operated
in a period of declining prices. Now, I think that is a significant thing. We
have a whole generation of business executives who have had no experience in
guiding a business during periods of receding activity or receding prices. Things
have been too easy. Expense control, cost reduction —so what? Why worry
about it? As a result, a great deal of inefficiency has worked its way into the
economy. I venture to say that each one of you here this morning can think of
substantial inefficiences in your particular business, costs that could be eliminated without seriously affecting your volume of business or your operating
results.
It is important that we keep in mind, as competition heightens, as volume of
business recedes, that, prior to World War II, price levels and costs were geared
to a relatively low level of operation. Many industries operated one shift. What
is the case today? Most businesses are running at capacity, which means around
the clock, and they have been operating long enough on that basis so that their
costs and their prices and their competition have all been geared to these capacity
levels. The result is that we have no slack to provide profits from additional
volume of business.
Our second important problem may be twofold: ( 1 ) how to maintain profitable volume or ( 2 ) how to maintain adequate profits on a downward spiral of
volume. The business executive is being squeezed increasingly by three pressure
groups. We talk about pressure groups in government, we talk about pressure
groups in politics, but the business man is the fellow who really knows what
It is to be pressured.
The first of these three pressure groups is the customer with his ever - present
demand for lower prices, with resulting reduction in profits. The second of
these pressure groups is labor, with demands for higher wages, resulting in in124
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creased cost. The third pressure group, perhaps not as vocal all of the time
but still of great importance, is the stockholder, the fellow with the money in
the business. He thinks, and rightly so, although too often he seems to be the
forgotten man in the economy, that he should have a fair return on his capital,
and I think he should, too. But, in periods of tightening prices, tightening labor
costs, it may be difficult for management to provide the stockholder with a continuing and fair return on his investment.
So management is faced with demands from these three groups and the only
way they can be met is through a sound cost control and cost reduction program
if we are facing a period of increasing competition as so many people whose
opinions are worthy of respect seem to believe. Certainly, it would not take
much of a prophet to prophesy that, after the tremendous volume of business,
the high level of operations, that we have had for a number of years, it will be
easier for business to recede than to advance. It would, therefore, seem perfectly reasonable to assume that competition in the years immediately ahead is
going to be tougher, that business is going to be harder to get, that effective selling will be essential and that cost control and cost reduction will be "musts" in
every business if it is to be operated successfully.
Guidance to Budgefing and Guidance Through Budgefing
Now, at the very core of cost reduction is budgetary control and so I take
this long way around to get to the very simple proposition that, in the years
immediately ahead, budgeting — intelligent, sound, well- conceived budgeting procedure —must be the cornerstone of any really effective program of cost reduction
and cost control. There are a lot of misconceived ideas about this business of
budgeting. Too often it is handled on a hit and run basis. The business man
gets all excited about budgets. Maybe he talked to some competitor at lunch
or perhaps he returned from a convention where he heard a convincing talk on
budgeting and he decides that budgets are the order of the day. Unfortunately
he usually doesn't appreciate the job that is involved. He may think that if he
calls in the accountant at nine o'clock in the morning he ought to have a budget
set up by noon. That is the hit and run approach. Well, it is not any good.
You and I know that. But one of our jobs is to be able to convince the business
man that such an attitude is not the approach, that it is not budgeting.
In our approach to budgeting we first have to determine what it is that the
business man must have. First of all, he has got to know where his break -even
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point is at varying levels of operation. In other words, the effect of volume on
costs. That is the number one essential. Then he must know how much of his
sales dollar is eaten into by costs which are subject to managerial control and
by costs that are not subject to managerial control. We have an occupational
disease in this country known as volumitis. Volumitis may be defined as a disease
which makes the business man try to do enough business at a loss to make a
profit. All of us know that volume is essential to obtain low costs and, therefore, low prices, but what we have to know, what we have to show our executives and our clients, is the point at which volume ceases to make money and
starts to lose money for the business. In periods of intensified competition, it is
so easy to cross over the breakeven line into the loss producing area. That is
all- important knowledge which the executive must have and which can only be
adequately provided by properly functioning budgets.
Two Essentials of Budgeting and Five Basic Budgets
Now, how should this business of budgeting be approached? The first
fundamental is that we must design our budgeting program to meet the conditions in our plant. We are not designing a budgeting program for the other
fellow. True, it is all to the good for us to read about the General Motors
budget system or the budget system of any other successful company, but that
is only educational. The most fatal mistake we can make in our approach to any
budgetary work is the attempt to transfer the budget system from any other
plant into our own. We must design the system to meet our problems. An excellent book on budgeting will be found in every room in this hotel and it is
not intended to be a book on budgeting at all. It is entitled, "A Bed for the
Night" and is the story of Mr. Statler and his hotels. If you read that book
carefully, you will get practical illustrations of the importance of budgeting
and operating control. So read, "A Bed for the Night." You will probably
learn more about budgeting from it than from anything you will hear here today,
with all due respect to my fellow speaker.
The second fundamental in budgeting is to keep it practical. Let us live in
the world in which we find ourselves, keeping in mind the problems as they
exist in our particular business. One of our greatest problems in approaching
budgeting is that the business man is too often afraid of it. He is scared of the
word. I wish we had a better term than budgeting. We know what it means
but many executives in medium size and small companies become very shy when
you talk budgeting. Yet did it ever occur to you that every business budgets?
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There is no exception. Every business represented in this room budgets to a
greater or lesser extent.
The grocer at the corner grocery store budgets. He probably does not know
it, but he does. He never thinks of it as budgeting. A salesman drops in and
says to the old fellow back of the counter with his sleeves rolled up, "I would
like to sell you some baked beans." (Of course, I would mention baked beans
coming from Boston. We seldom eat them there but then we have that reputation!) The salesman says to the grocer, "Wouldn't you like a dozen cases of
baked beans" ? So the old fellow goes over and looks at the goods on the shelf,
figures how many cases he has downstairs and he asks, "When are you coming
back again ?" The salesman says, "I won't be back for six months." So, the old
fellow thinks, "Well, let's see, I sell so many cases of these things a month
and I have so many on hand, yes, I guess I ought to have six more cases."
Now, what is that? It is a sales forecast, an inventory study and a budget of
operations. You just cannot operate any business without budgeting in one
form or another. Our job is to take this work that is being done any way, in a
hit and run or a slipshod method, and organize it, get the executives to realize
the importance of it and get across to them the simple fact that effective budgeting is the first step in any cost control program.
What are some of the fundamental budgets needed in every business? I think
there are five of them. Every business, whether simple or complex, needs five
fundamental budgets. The first is the sales forecast, what we expect to sell.
We must not budget primarily in terms of dollars. It is things that have to be
dealt with: units of products sold, sales prices, things. Like classes of products
priced at what we expect to get for them and classified by customers or territories
—where we expect to sell them. So as, the first step, we need the sales forecast.
Then the second budget needed is the operating forecast. Classified lists of
people needed, operating hours required, quantities and classes of material and
other things needed to produce the goods to fulfill the sales forecast.
The third essential budget is the inventory and purchasing forecast. An
example would be the amount of stock which must be kept on hand and the resulting purchasing requirements in quantities and at anticipated prices.
Now, the data for these three budgets must be provided by management.
That is not and cannot logically be the accountant's job. The accountant is just
the means of correlating the data. Too often accountants feel that they should
prepare these three basic budgets. They are incompetent to do the job. They
are not operating the business. The management has to state the terms, has to
write the prescriptions, and the accountant's job is to interpret them. So the
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basic information for these first three budgets must be set out by management.
Then the accountant takes these data, takes the prescriptions and sets up the
fourth and fifth essential budgets.
The fourth budget is the profit and loss forecast, reflecting in dollars and
cents what will happen if the program as laid down by the management in
budgets one, two and three is carried out.
The fifth budget, the working capital forecast, is the forecast of cash, receivables and payables.
Those are the five essential budgets that every business needs and no business,
in my humble opinion, is successful enough to get along without them.
Supporting Role of Standard Costs and Wage Administration
We come now to the next question —what do we need to support these
budgets? After all, the budgets will not stand alone. Budgeting is part of a
rounded accounting control program and, to support the budgets, we must have
practical costs. In most businesses that means standard costs. Now, I do not
want anybody to get up and start arguing with me about job costs versus standard costs, because I think the chairman will declare him out of order at this
session. Let it be said, however, that the job cost has its place but, in most modern businesses, standard costs will fill the bill better. So, I believe that a good
system of standard costs is an essential in most businesses and a good cost system
is essential in every business to support the budgets.
Just a word about these standard costs. What do we need from the standard
costs to support the budgets? In my opinion, the cost figures must reflect three
fundamental things. First, they must tell us the out -of- pocket costs. By out -ofpocket costs, I mean the costs which go up or down directly with volume. It
makes no difference whether they are direct or indirect costs. The second thing
needed from the standard costs is to know the sunk costs, the costs we cannot
control, the costs which will be with us whether the plant is operating or not.
Then, as a third essential, it is necessary to known the semi -fixed or semi - variable
costs —call them either one. They are the great big pot full of costs between
the out -of- pocket costs and the sunk costs. This big third element of semi -fixed
or semi - variable, reflects the costs which management can do something about
and, therefore, they are the costs on which management must have continuous
and detailed information. They are the expenses which expand in the big days
and contract in the evil days. And do not forget that the accountant's salary
and the professional accountant's fees are in that class.
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I emphasize this three -way cost split because I believe it is essential to sound
cost and operating control. The orthodox division into variable costs and fixed
costs will not do the job. Management cannot intelligently evaluate the profitability of products in the line without the three -way cost split. Management
cannot determine the advisability of taking bulk business which may occupy a
large part of the plant facilities, without the adequate knowledge furnished by
this three -way cost split. Only with the help of this kind of cost knowledge can
management properly evaluate marginal business and determine its effect upon
the whole family of products and upon the final operating results.
One very important factor in support of the budgets has to do with labor.
I hope every business represented here today has a sound job evaluation and
merit - rating program. By "job evaluation" I mean, of course, an evaluation of
the job irrespective of who does it. By "merit rating" I mean the rating of the
individual. I believe that one of the greatest losses, one of the greatest wastes
in American industry today flows from our failure to recognize sufficiently the
individuality of the worker. As business has grown, as mass production has
increased, we have generally speaking classed the workers into a big group
called "labor." After all, every one of those workers is an individual. He has
to be considered as such and forward - looking managements are more and more
recognizing that fact and are attempting to do something about it in various
ways, including intelligently devised merit - rating systems.
In this connection, I believe that, as time goes on, we are going to see a
movement away from individual incentive systems and a greater use of what
is certainly not new, the measured- day -work approach to worker rewards and
to cost and production control. One of the strongest props on which the
budget system rests will be adequate labor standards, tied in with the system of
job evaluation and merit rating. If you haven't got a good modern job- evaluation and merit - rating plan you had better start work on it tomorrow.
Control of the Budgets
Next, it is in order to consider the control of the budgets. It is one thing to
set up budgets and standard costs but it is equally important to control them
adequately. It is essential to know at all times just how the system is working.
That requires effective accounting control.
I. What did we plan? That is the budget.
2. What did we actually do? That will be
shown by the books of account if the
classification of accounts has been devised properly.
SEP TEM BER , 1 953
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The monthly reports needed by management in this control program are
three also:
I. The profit and loss statement in properly
analyzed detail.

2. A detailed statement of current assets
and liabilities.
3. A detailed statement of cost variances.

Those are the three monthly statements which management must have, in order
to keep its fingers on the pulse of this control program.
Whether the budgets are set up on a period basis or on a continuing basis,
depends upon the local conditions. Many companies like to budget on a continuing basis. Each month they budget an additional month, insert the actual
results for the month just ended, and correct the budgets for future months in
the light of the latest current knowledge. Under this continuing basis the
calendar, as such, is not the guiding factor. Other companies prefer to budget
on a period basis. In other words, they budget for six months or a year ahead
and then repeat for the next equivalent period. If it is a seasonal business, for
example, the shoe industry, budgets may be set on a season basis.
The procedure to be followed will depend entirely on the requirements of
your own business or your own industry. The method does not affect the
control approach. But remember in all cases —your budget system and your
cost system will only be as good as your control system and, unless your
budgetary procedures and your cost procedures talk in terms of things so that
the results can be reflected and tied back to operations, to hours of work, to
people, to units of sales, to units of goods produced, it isn't doing the job.
From Technical Proficiency fo Statesmanship
The program for this meeting said that I was going to talk about the human
factor in budgeting. Well, I have run out of time and these chairmen are cold blooded individuals. Behind those smiles they are pretty strict disciplinarians.
However, I am going to say just a word about the human factor.
When you read the book about Mr. Statler, which I recommended, you will
find one experience that each of us might remember to our advantage. It is
recorded that Mr. Statler was in one of his hotels on a particular night. He
awoke about three o'clock in the morning hungry for an apple. He got up, put
on his old faded bathrobe, and went down to the kitchen. He found everything
locked up, so he introduced himself to a couple of watchmen and explained
that he would like to get an apple. They looked at him and his old faded
bathrobe. "You Mr. Statler!" they laughed, "Beat it bum, or we will throw
130
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you out." On his way back to his room he met the night assistant manager
coming off duty. "Look," said Mr. Statler, "I am hungry. I would like an apple
but, with all the apples in the house, I cannot get one," and he told of his
experience with the watchmen. With that he went in his room and slammed
the door.
The assistant manager was horrified. He forgot about bed and went down to
the kitchen instead. He alerted the organization. He got the people together
and explained the crisis. They got out the best silver bowl and tray and polished them up, filled the bowl with the finest fruit, put the bowl and a service
of silver on the tray and started for Mr. Statler's room. Mr. Statler was just
getting to sleep when came a knock on the door, he opened it, and there stood
the delegation with the bowl of fruit and the trimmings. The assistant manager who headed the delegation was all smiles. "Here it is Mr. Statler," he said
"here is the fruit." Mr. Statler looked at him in dismay. "Look," he said, I
wanted an apple. Sometimes when I am hungry I like an apple and I like to
peel it with this old knife that I use to cut my chewing tobacco with. This is
not what I wanted. I wanted one apple. Anyway, now I am not hungry, take
it all away."
Mr. Statler's difficulty illustrates splendidly the problem that we accountants
very often face in our attempts to do what we think is a good technical job.
The company needs a simple approach and we give them the works, then we
wonder why we get in trouble. Don't forget, budgeting is a joint effort and
a most important element in this joint effort of budgeting is the fellow whose
efforts are being budgeted. Unless we get his support, unless we get his sympathetic understanding, we are not going to be successful. We have also got
to place ourselves in the boss's shoes. He is the fellow who is charged with
running the business, the fellow who has to make it pay off. What would we
do? What would we want if we had to sit in his chair and call balls and strikes?
We should always remember that our accounting policies, our cost procedures,
can have important effects on the operating results. We may be instrumental
in pricing our business out of the market or in running it into losses. A major
responsibility rests upon us. We are the technical advisors to our companies.
We are the advisors to the business community on these important questions.
We need to place increasing emphasis on the importance of developing accounting statesmanship. Our opportunities are great and highly flattering but our
responsibilities are commensurate with these opportunities. Nevertheless, we
should never forget that our opportunities in the years ahead will be limited
only by our vision.
SEP TEM BER , 1 953
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Simplified Cost Control for Small Industries

by I. WAYNE KELLER,
Controller, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Penna.

HE PUBLI SHED LITE RAT URE

of N. A. C. A. through August, 1952 contains

T seventy articles on cost control and cost reduction and forty -four of these
have appeared in the last six years. With this weight of evidence of interest
in the subject, it should be unnecessary to present a case for cost control to
industrial accountants. Neither should it be necessary to attempt to add to the
available information on the subject. However, experience has shown that cost
control techniques are not being employed with maximum effectiveness in
many plants and are almost nonexistent in others.
As a general rule, the emphasis on cost control varies in direct ratio to the
size of a plant. There are, of course, exceptions —large plants which have few
formal control procedures and small plants with well- developed and effective
procedures. Reasons given for not establishing such formal procedures in small
plants are: ( 1 ) they are not needed because the managers and supervisors can
.ree what is happening; (2) they are complex, and confuse rather than aid
management; and (3) the plant cannot afford to install and operate a cost
control program. So long as these erroneous opinions exist, it is necessary
to reemphasize the important contribution which the industrial accountant can
make to efficient management through cost control and to explore the methods
by which it can be adapted to the small plant.
There are two types of small plants, those which are units of a large company and those which are the only production unit of a small company. In the
former, the organization structure, policies, procedures and reports tend to follow those of the large plants of the company. Staff assistance is usually available
from the home office or from larger plants of the company. As a result, if cost
control procedures are in use in the larger plants, they are also used in the
smaller units. If the multiplant company does not have a cost control program,
there is a company problem, not a small plant problem. Therefore, this discussion will be limited to cost control in the small single -plant company. Here
the cost control procedures and problems are conditioned by characteristics
peculiar to a small company.
132
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Five Situations Often Found In Small Plants
What then are the characteristics peculiar to the small plant, or at least to
many small plants? First is the personality of the manager who is usually also
the owner or principal stockholder, and just as frequently is the founder of
the business. He may be an inventor who has developed a new product and
established the company to capitalize on it, rather than sell it to another. Or he
may be an expert craftsman who found so much demand for his services that
he was able to hire others and build a business. Or he may be an expert salesman who developed the manufacturing side of the business to make the products which he found he could sell. Thus, in the small plant, the owner - manager
is frequently highly skilled in one phase of the business. Having had the will,
initiative and fortitude to build a business, he is somewhat reluctant to accept
the ideas of other persons. Moreover, because he knows his field, he does not
sense the need for management tools in other fields.
The second characteristic of small plants is a lack of formalized policies,
procedures and organization structure. Each problem is handled as it arises and
the decisions at the top level reflect the ideas and idiosyncracies of the manager.
Within the organization, each supervisor acts somewhat independently within
his own sphere of activity and with frequent encroachment upon other areas,
so that there is no uniformity or standardization throughout the plant.
Third, there is no staff of specialists. The foremen are their own engineers,
industrial engineers, personnel relations, production planning and inventory
control experts. Frequently, they also are the machine setters and maintenance
men for their departments. The accountant is the office manager, employment
manager, cashier, paymaster, purchasing agent, credit manager and customer
service manager. Everyone is a jack -of- many- trades and is so busy fighting fires
he has little time for fire prevention work such as cost control.
The fourth characteristic of small plants is found in the physical nature of
the buildings and production facilities. In most instances, the company had a
very small beginning and the plants have grown to their present size with a
minimum of planning as to layout and production sequence. Equipment was
selected according to the personal preferences of the manager or on the basis
of what was available at the time. When received, it was located in available
space or else building additions were constructed to house it, so that similar
or identical operations are performed in several sections of the plant. Storage
space is inadequate and crowding inhibits the efficient movement of materials.
Thus, there is no evident sequence of production nor any well- defined work
centers.
SEP TEM BER , 1 953
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Finally, it is characteristic that the product line may be made up of any item
which can be made or sold rather than those which should be made. Short
runs and the production of special products may be the rule rather than the
exception. Thus, there is frequent change in processing methods and a minimum
of production planning.
Obviously, all of these characteristics, which are recognized by the experienced industrial accountant as being incompatible with the development and
operation of effective cost control procedures, will probably not be found in
all small plants. And there are small plants which have none of them. However, even if all of them are existent, it is still possible to adopt cost control
procedures to the peculiarities of the plant and secure great benefit from them.

Start with Labor Standard for a Significant Operation
In the small plant, the accountant, busy as he is, must carry the responsibility
for cost control plans and procedures. He should welcome rather than avoid
this responsibility, for it presents a rare opportunity to build stature for himself
with the management. In tackling the problem, he must take one item or operation at a time, study it, establish basic data for measurement and comparison
and then use these data to provide management with specific ways and means
for controlling and reducing the costs. Standards and budgets are the most
effective tools for accomplishing this. However, the greatest mistake which
could be made would be to attempt to set up a complete system of standard cost
accounting and budgetary control and put it into operation throughout the plant
as of one date.
Since staff personnel are probably not available to do the job, the accountant
will have to set his own standards. At the outset, these will be in units, not
dollars. The area selected as a starting point would be one in which a major
segment of the total cost of production is being incurred. Assuming that, in
a mouse trap factory, labor costs are of major significance and that the payroll
records show that punch press operation is a large portion of these, the first step
in developing a cost control program would be to set a labor standard for this
operation. This may be done on the basis of past experience by matching production and labor hours, by observation of the operation, by discussion with
experienced operators, or by a combination of all three.
Exhibit 1 is a simple worksheet used for developing a standard based on
experience. In this instance, eleven production runs of a five -month period
were used. Production rates were determined for the average of the runs above
median speed, the median, and the average of all of the runs. Each of these
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DIRECT LABOR STANDARD

e
O P E R A TI O N - P u n c h Pr e s s

w

P R O D UC T -Mo u s e T r a p B o d i e s
PIECES
PER HR .

DATE

M A N NO.

H O URS

PRO DU C TIO N

5 -10 -52
5 -11-52
5 -19 -52
6- 8 -52
6- 9 -52
7- 7 -52
8 -19 -52
8 -23 -52
8 -24 -52
9- 9 -52
9 -14 -52

1421
1421
1421
1421
1683
1683
1421
1683
1683
1421
1706

7.5
6.0
2.1
3.3
7.5
5.5
4.6
7.5
7.5
5.1
6.0

11,000
9,000
2,000
5,000
10,000
7,000
6,000
10,500
12,000
8,000
6,500

1,273
1,304
1,400
1,600
1,569
1,083

62.6

87,000

1,390

1,467
1,500
952
1,515
1,333

DEVELOPMENT O F STANDARD

ABOVE MEDIAN RATE
H O URS

7,5
5.1
3.3
6.0
7.5

12,000
8,000
5,000
9,000
11,000

29.4

45,000

Medi an
Average
Standard

EXH IBIT 1
w
u

PRO DUCTI O N

PIECES
PER HR.

% OF
H I G HEST

1,531

95.7

1,400
1,390
1,400

87.5
86.9
87.5

rates was related to the maximum speed experienced. The ratio of the average
of those above median to the maximum (95.7 per cent) appears high as an
attainable standard. The median, at 87.5 per cent of maximum is in the range
usually considered to represent good performance and is slightly above the
average for all of the runs. Accordingly, it was selected as the standard. Of
course, this is not a scientific determination of a standard and it is seasoned
strongly with judgment. However, it has been exceeded and certainly is attainable. Thus, it can be used by the accountant to appraise future production
of mouse trap bodies in the punch press operation.
In this instance, information was available to set a standard for a specific
product. If many items were processed on the punch presses, with infrequent
repetition of any one, it would be necessary to set an overall standard. Under
such conditions, the median may be too high and the average might be used,
or the average used after deleting the several highest and lowest rates. Whatever the expedient required in this and like situations, standards based on informed judgment are infinitely better than no standards at all.

When Shall the Standard Be Explained to the Supervisor?
The preceding discussion of the development of a standard made no mention of the participation of the shop foreman or other plant supervisory personnel. It is a basic rule of standard and budget building that the person who
is responsible for the control of any item of cost shall have a part in setting
the allowance for the item. However, if the accountant has taken the initiative,
with the view of testing the usefulness of the information and having the
program sell itself as helpful information is developed, it may be better to delay
the participation of the supervisors until there is something specific to discuss.
It is well to test the standards for some reasonable period of time before
attempting to draw conclusions from deviations. Possibly some standards will
have to be revised, and trend information will add to the weight of the
analysis of the deviations. In due course, conclusions will be drawn from the
deviations. At that time, the accountant should go to the foreman and explain
what has been done and how it affects his area of operation. The accountant
should then review the results of the comparisons, pointing out the significant
factors which he thinks will be helpful to the foreman in the discharge of his
responsibility. The tone of the discussion must be one of service and assistance.
Great care must be taken to avoid any suggestion of criticism. Also, the program must not be oversold. If it is valuable, it will, in time, sell itself. If
it is not, the accountant cannot sell it.
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After the plant supervisors understand the plan and after the results of the
test period have been reviewed with them, the program should be presented
to the top management. If it has not had the prior approval of the president
or manager and was tested without his knowledge, actual cases of effective
cost control and cost reduction will aid materially in kindling his enthusiasm
for it. Once he has seen what can be accomplished, the cost control program
will be sold and requests will soon be coming from the front office for more
data.
Unit Cost Control — and a Daily Report for Supervision
After labor standards have been developed, tested by experience, and accepted
for one or a very few operations, the program would be expanded to cover
all important operations. In each instance, the standards would be in terms
of units, with no attempt at this stage in the development program to evaluate
them in terms of dollars and cents.
The setting of raw material standards in terms of units of raw material per
unit of product, would follow the same pattern as the development of labor
standards. In the initial operation, no attempt need be made to segregate the
effect of scrap or defective production. This refinement can come later. The
yield of good product per unit of raw material used, will provide a sufficiently
accurate basis for measuring yield. Also, standards would probably be set only
for major raw materials. For subsequent operations in the production sequence,
a standard scrap allowance would be developed, based on the units processed
in the preceding operation in relation to those processed in the next operation,
giving consideration to processed inventory at the beginning and end of the
period selected. The scrap allowance would be expressed as a percentage of
the units processed in each operation. If tests showed that scrap loss was negligible, it probably would be ignored in the early stages of the cost control
program.
After direct material and labor controls are operating, the next step is to
establish control procedures for expense. In the small plant, there are relatively
few items of expense which are subject to day -to -day control. They can be isolated by examining the records of actual costs and through discussion with
the production organization. Typical items would be material unloading, machine setup time, tool and die maintenance, and adhesives used in assembling
operations. For such items, standard allowances can be determined per unit
of activity, just as they were for direct labor.
Daily comparisons of actual and standard should be made for all items subject
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Small Plant
COST CONTROL REPORT
DATE—June

17, 1953

MATERIAL

FOREMAN —/.

(OVER)
UNDER
STANDARD

STANDARD

16 Strip

Lbs.

1023

981

42

#10 W ire

Lbs.

416

447

(31)

Punch Mouse
Trap Bodies

Hrs.

17.6

18.0

.4)

Cut and Form
Holding Wires

Hrs.

19.3

24.0

#

UN I T

AC TUAL

Allison

°Yo
(OVER)
UNDER
STANDARD

4.1
(a)

(7.4)

(

LABOR

(4.7)

(2.3)

(a)

(24.3)

(a) Operators reported excessive breaking in forming.

EXPENSE

Set Up Punch
Press

Hrs.

1.5

1.4

I

6.7

EXHIBIT 2
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to close control — material, labor and expense. Reports to the foremen can be
very simple. A mimeographed or dittoed form (Exhibit 2) will usually suffice. Such a report would be started as soon as usable data had been developed
for one item and expanded as other costs are brought into the program. In
preparing the report shown in the illustration, the accountant needed reports
of usage of material, labor hours and production— information which is essential if no cost control program is in operation. The only extra work is the application of the standards to the production, and the filling in of the report.
Therefore, the foreman can be informed each morning of his performance
against standard on the preceding day. Copies of the reports can be submitted
to the general manager if he requests them. However, it would be preferable
to give him summary reports at the end of each month.
Because only a few items of expense can be measured in terms of units, the
cost control program discussed up to this point will not provide complete information for expense control. To accomplish this latter goal, a complete expense budget expressed in dollars is needed. Since the "How of Budgeting"
was ably presented in the preceding paper, the techniques need not be repeated.
However, in the small plant, a minimum of work centers or control areas would
be established for expense control. It is possible that, with significant items
which are subject to close control measured on the daily reports, an expense
budget for the entire plant would be adequate.
Standard Cost Accounting — and a Monthly Variance Report
It is not necessary to do any standard cost accounting to operate a successful
cost control program in a small plant. The unit controls which have been discussed, complemented with an expense budget, can be used irrespective of the
type or extent of the cost accounting system, or even with no cost accounting
system. However, standard costs are a logical and frequently necessary outgrowth of the cost control procedures. The application of the prices expected
to be paid for raw materials, and of the wage rates, to the respective unit standards, provides the standard direct material and labor costs of each operation.
The application of these to each product, with due allowance for scrap, provides
standard product material and labor costs.
To complete the product standard factory cost, expense rates are required.
These should be based on a normal or average volume, rather than on the actual
or expected volume. To accomplish this, the dollars of expense in the budget
are adjusted to the allowable expense dollars at average volume. This expense
is then related to units or other measure of activity at average volume, to estabSEP TEM BER , 1 953
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Small Plant
WORK SHEET FOR CALCULATION OF VARIANCES —MAY 1953
Actual Cost of Production
Raw material inventory May I ..... ............................... $10,820
Purchases ......................................... ...............................
11.346

Raw material inventory May 31 ..... ...............................

$22,166
9,395

Material usage ............................... ............................... $12,771
Direct labor from labor distribution ........ .................... 27,011
Expense from factory expense control ........................
15,935
$55,717
Standard Cost of Production
2,670 gross A traps @a $ 7. 00 ......... ............................... $18,690
4,600 gross B traps t7a $ 7. 55 ......... ............................... 34,730
$53,420
Material Usage
Steel strip 23,022 lbs. used @ $27.00 /cwt .............. $ 6,216
Steel strip allowance
2,670 gross A traps !@
a $.84.............................. $ 1,243
4,600 gross B traps !7a $.90.
4,140
Variance .....................

$ 6,383
$ 167

Wage Rates
20,833 hours @ $.06 increase ..... ............................... $ 1,250

Expense
Actual expense ............................... ............................... $15,935
Absorbed expense - 7,270 gross c@ $1.90 ................
13,813
( 2.122)
Actual ............................. ............................... $15,935
Budget at actual volume ......... .........................15,724
Spending variance ......................... ...............................

(

21 1 )

Production volume variance ......... ...............................

( 1,91 1)

EXHIBIT 3
1 0
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lish expense rates. They may be expressed as a percentage of direct labor, per
unit of product, per machine hour, etc., and related to products on the basis of
the activity per unit of product in each expense center.
With unit standard product costs established, the accountant is in a position
to provide the maximum information for cost control through the segregation
of the effects of efficiency, price and volume on the profits of the business. At
this point, he begins to do some cost accounting in conjunction with his cost
control work. This more advanced phase of the cost control program evaluates
variances and segregates them as to major factors of influence. Here the primary
purpose is to provide top management with a concise picture of the several
factors affecting costs and profits, to guide policy decisions, in contrast with the
detailed unit variances given to the production managers daily to provide operating guidance.
As with daily control reports, the monthly variance calculation can be simplified without losing effectiveness. The cost of achieving near perfection and
accuracy is seldom justified by the results in terms of more helpful information.
Exhibit 3 is a worksheet used for developing total plant efficiency, price and
volume variances. Only a few of the calculations are illustrated. All standard
allowances are based on finished mouse traps, ignoring changes in the inventory
of partially processed material. This circumvents the necessity for a detailed
application of standards in each work center, saving a substantial amount of
calculating effort. It is accurate to the extent that there have been no major
changes in inventories of work -in- process and, over the year, these will tend to
average out. It is to be noted that these calculations can be made without recording standard costs on the books.
For the small plant, a single monthly variance report for the entire plant
(Exhibit 4) should be adequate for top management. Significant raw materials
may be shown in detail and it may also be desirable to show labor efficiency
and spending against the budget for major cost centers. The amount of detail
will be determined by the wishes of management, the size of the plant and the
importance of specific items. A concise report, supplemented with brief comments setting forth the reasons for significant deviations, as indicated by the
daily control reports and analysis of the cost detail from which the report is
summarized, is more effective and useful than an extensive complex report.
In the report illustrated, the manager can see at a glance that an increase in
wage rates and low production volume were the two major causes of the variance in May and were partially offset by small gains in other items. For the
five -month period, raw material prices and volume were favorable with the
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Small Plant
VARIANCE REPORT
May and Five Months, 1953
MA Y

Standard Cost of Production....

(

(

53,420
Actual Cost of Production...... 55,717
Variance ...... ...............................
2,297)

o

,

o

$

%

$

FIVE MONTHS

100

246,390

104.3

242,941

98.6

3,449

1.4

4.3)

100

Analysis of Variance
Efficiency:

67)

(

.02
.16)

324
76
21 1)

.60
.14
.39)

416)
517
582)

.17)
.21
.24)

189

.35

(

(

.09

(

211

481)

(

Sub - total — Efficiency .......

.12)

.08

(

(

Spending against budget

59
389)

43

(

Direct labor efficiency..._

297)

(

.34
.13)

(

_

_

Other ._
_

.31

181
_

_

(

Lumber

167

(

Wire .,..._

(

_.

_

_

Steel strip

(

Raw material usage

.20)

Price:
Purchase prices

1,911)
2,297)

.03

1.26
2.34)

2,271
(2,417)

1.08)

146)

(

107)

(

1,219

(

(
(

(
(

575)

(

Total ......... ...............................

(

Production Volume ................

675
1,250)

.43

86

(

.18
(

.39

98
(

210

1,073

(

.27)

(

.96

143)

Other ..............................

Sub -total —Price ................

)

510

Lumber ..........................

Wage rates ......................

(

(

Steel strip ......................
Wire ...............................

.50
.04)
.92
.98)
.06)

3.57)

4,076

1.66

4.30)

3,449

1.40

Over standard or budget.

EXHIBIT 4
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wage increase which became effective April 1 as the major offsetting factor.
Such a report will bring management effort into focus by highlighting the areas
which are favorable and unfavorable. Thus attention can be concentrated on
those spots where something can and should be done.
The Goal: Useful Cost Planning
Obviously, an effort has been made in this paper to build a case for the
use of standards and budgets in the small plant. The very fact that operating
costs must be examined in detail as these are developed, contributes to cost
control and cost reduction. It subjects costs to analysis which they do not receive when the actuals are simply recorded as they are incurred. There is no
substitute for planning in any phase of any business, and building standards
and budgets is simply coordinated, detailed cost planning. This is a complex
matter only to the extent that the organization structure is complex, a condition
seldom if ever found in the small plant. The cost control program for a large
plant would be no more practical for a small plant than the use of a sledge
hammer to drive a carpet tack. But it is also impossible to drive a carpet tack
without using some kind of a hammer. One made especially for the job does
it best. Tools must be selected or made which are adapted to the task to be
performed and, when they are, the job can be done easily and efficiently. This
is just as true of cost control systems as it is of hammers. The argument that
standards and budgets are inherently complex, unwieldy and expensive tools
which cannot be adapted to the small plant, can and must be refuted. It is
hoped that it has been.
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Hidden Profits in Overhead
by HARRY N. KAMPH
President, Business Systems Incorporated, Los Angeles, California

WE

in America today. This is highlighted for us financial people by the automatic expiration* of the corporate
excess profits tax this year. Already many forward- looking corporations have
examined their overhead budgets with a viewpoint toward reducing selling,
advertising, promotional, experimental, research, maintenance and other costs
which have been allowed to rise during the excess profits tax years because the
net cost to industry seemed small in relation to the gain from extraordinary
expenditures.
Before we begin to explore in detail our topic "Hidden Profits in Overhead,"
it may be well that we gain perspective by a panoramic view of the economic
picture, as we face it in the immediate future, with reference to the selling
prices of manufactured products and the prime costs of raw materials and direct
labor. To me, it is a healthy sign to observe that the rise in most selling prices
has halted and that some reductions either have already occurred or are being
planned for the months ahead.
+

AR E A T THE ECONOMIC CROSSROADS

A Passing Look at Material and Labor Costs
In a free economy where prices are permitted to seek their own levels, it is
heartening to observe that our people, with money in their pockets and with
almost unrestricted credit, are willing to buy conservatively and are helping to
encourage, if not to impel, industry to create the cost reductions commensurate
with lower prices and greater dollar values. With respect to the cost of production, two elements, materials and direct labor, are outside the province of this
paper. However, to emphasize the importance of overhead in any cost - reduction
program, it is necessary to talk briefly about materials and direct labor.
As a nation, at last we have become conscious of the fact that our raw
materials in the form of metallic and nonmetallic minerals, petroleum, other
fuels and timber, are not limitless. In fact, in many cases they have already
been depleted to an alarming degree. Many of the rare metals and other basic
raw materials on which industry depends are not at all available in the United
States or only in relatively small quantities. We search all the corners of the
earth for them and stockpile them regularly for military and civilian necessities.
* Limited extension since enacted.
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Our great research organizations are busily engaged in developing new and
economical fuels and materials from which we can fabricate many products in
many forms. The picture for these substitute materials is indeed bright. With
proper caution and planning, such as reforestation in the lumber industry and
programmed drilling in the oil industry, there is nothing to indicate that our
industrial strength will wane during the course of the next hundred years from
lack of fuel and basic ingredients. The immediate future, however, does point
to relatively little relief in most raw materials prices.
In any event, a prediction in the realm of raw material costs must go hand
in hand with an estimate of the continued rise this year in labor costs. Some
economists believe that the rise in labor costs for 1953 will be about half of
that for 1952, or perhaps about five per cent in the steel industry and an average
of three percent overall for industry. The steel increase has just been granted,
and U. S. Steel two days ago announced a price rise of $4 per ton.
There are predictions that labor leaders will push strongly this year in their
negotiations for larger fringe benefits and lower hourly rate increases. In any
event, these predictions do not spell any appreciable softening in the costs of
most of the raw materials or basic ingredients used by industry. Moreover, as
most of us know, the unit cost of direct labor has risen almost steadily since
1939, and there is nothing to indicate that 1953 will do anything but add to
the upward curve, although probably on a modified or decelerated scale.
A Moral Issue
I have no quarrel with an economy which adds constantly to the living standards of the individual worker. On the contrary, in common with all industrialists whom I know, I heartily endorse and support this trend. There is,
however, no need to dwell at length on the obvious fact that high take -home
pay does not necessarily add materially to the accepted living standard of the
American family when a low- priced car is considered to be in the twenty-five
hundred dollar range and a low- priced subdivision house of less than a thousand square feet, without insulation for eastern winters, runs, in this area,
from eight to ten thousand dollars. Anything built to order costs much more.
The moral issue which causes me to endorse and support a reversal of the
inflationary spiral and a maintaining or lowering of selling prices can be emphasized by a bit of startling statistics. According to the Bureau of Census
figures, the percentage of gainfully employed female workers has increased
during the past 30 years as follows:
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1920 -10.4% of total gainful workers.
1930- 22.0% of total gainful workers.

1940-2 4 .3 % of total gainful workers.
1950 -27.4% of total gainful workers.

By this year, the percentage of female workers must be close to 30 per cent of
the total labor pool.
While male workers were increasing in number from almost 33 million
in 1920 to over 43 million in 1950, female workers were increaing in number
from about 81/ 2 million in 1920 to nearly 161/ 2 million in 1950. This increase
represents 31.9 per cent for men and 93.6 per cent for women, or at three timer
the increase rate for men.
Many implications can be drawn from these figures. They point to greater
emancipation on the part of women — greater acceptance, greater opportunity,
and greater dependence within business and industry on them. They signify
that more older women, more of those widowed or divorced, and more of those
who have already raised their families, are in gainful occupation. They also
indicate, I must conclude, that more young mothers and prospective young
homemakers are in the active labor pool when, probably for the good of our
vitality and spiritual strength, they should be spending more hours with their
children or in those other time - taking and fundamentally important functions
of making a home.
The history of Western civilization teaches us that with the weakening of
the moral and spiritual strength of a nation, or of an empire, there comes decadence and destruction. Are we willing to admit, from these statistics and
from the current trend, that in many instances it is now necessary for a family to
have two breadwinners instead of the traditional one? If this is so, is it not
time seriously to take stock of what is really important in the way of living
standards and what we can do to give our people greater and still greater value
in goods and services for the labor dollars which they earn?
This leads us then, finally, to a consideration of the hidden profits in overhead. If it can be concluded that selling prices should not or must not rise
(and where possible should be reduced) and if it can be said that material and
direct labor costs are not likely to be reduced in the near future, management,
aided by its financial specialists, is challenged with the urgent necessity for
reducing its overhead costs. Most labor leaders have not yet seemed inclined
to see their responsibility in holding the line on labor costs, both direct and
fringe, but, as the scene develops, perhaps they will join management in sharing
this great task of reversing the inflationary spiral. For the moment, at least, it
appears that management, with our aid, must go it alone.
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Current Objectives for Management
It is almost axiomatic to say that the current objectives of mangement consist of the following:
I. To attain or maintain a high level of production and distribution so that the unit
cost of products will not rise and, where
at all possible, will be forced to drop.
2. To provide an adequate income to all

needed employees, without engaging superfluous workers.
3. To make an adequate profit as a reward
to good management and as a return for
capital investment after heavy taxes.

It is important to point out that many corporations, and particularly the
small corporations, have been deprived during the excess profits tax years of adequate net profits for retention in their treasuries to permit natural and healthy
growth. Too much expansion, in my opinion, has come through borrowed
capital and not enough through the re- investment of profits. It is to be hoped,
with the propspective elimination of the excess profits tax and with the
tightening of the economic belt on overhead and other cost elements, that more
profits will be retained in more corporate treasuries for the kind of healthy and
substantial growth that has made this country the greatest and most humane
of nations, with industrial sinews the like of which have never before existed
on the face of the earth.
To achieve these objectives in their maximum form, we must reap the hidden
profits in overhead. Moreover, we must look to technological improvement in
product, in production methods, in machine tools, in new and improved types
of raw materials and fuels. Important as are these latter avenues of cost reduction, they are beyond the scope of this paper and with this brief mention we
must pass on to an examination of overhead and the proper utilization of its
elements.
Proper Utilization of Overhead Elements
I should like to explore briefly with you the proper utilization of those elements which commonly are considered to constitute overhead. I would like
to consider them in five phases. They are:
I. Examining the functions behind the over.
head budget.
2. Disciplining overhead costs.
3. Preparing overhead battle plans.

4. Amplifying some overhead to increase
overall profits.
5. Humanizing the cost reduction program.

Examining the Functions Behind the Overhead Budget
Too often the overhead budget of this year is simply a projection of the
overhead budget of prior years, making due allowance for volume and product
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mix changes. It seems important to me to examine each year, as though the
budget were being prepared for the first time, every function and every element of cost in that function, with relation to its real contribution to the manufacture or distribution of the finished product.
Industrial engineers have taught us the three basic approaches to cost reduction:
I. To eliminat*— Everything not essential
should be eliminated, whether it be an
entire process or function or a single
element of the process or function.

2. To combine—Where elimination is not
the answer, the second objective is to
combine, where possible, two or more
related functions or operations.

3. To simplify —The simplest way of doing
a job is usually the best. A method can
often be simplified by rearranging the
workplace, correcting the work habits of
the employee, changing the sequence of
operations, redesigning the tooling, or
applying different equipment.

A Case In Reduced (and More Equitable) Sick Benefits
It may be well to illustrate these principles with a few case examples.
In one instance, it was found that the cost of company self- insured sick benefits was particularly high among salaried workers. On investigation, it was
found that the payroll department reported all absences to supervisors of the
affected departments and requested them to determine whether the employees
had been absent on account of illness or for a personal reason. If the supervisor
failed to make a report, the payroll department followed up again and again,
but did not always get a response. It became easy for the employee to accept
sick benefits whether or not he was entitled to them.
W e suggested a complete reversal in the program. Each employee wa s requested to initiate an application for sick benefit immediately on his return to
work. This application required the approval of his supervisor. If his period
of disability was extended, it became the responsibility of the personnel department, upon notification by the payroll department of the absence, to determine
from doctors' reports and other investigation whether disability checks should
be issued. If, upon return by an employee after a day or two of absence (and
it was found that most absences were of very short duration), the employee
failed to initiate an application for sick benefit, the payroll department simply
was to consider that the absence was for personal reasons and not compensable.
It is quite obvious that such a course of action, not only would reduce the
cost of sick benefits but also would make their payment and administration
more equitable to all employees.
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Dropping an Order and Billing Department
In another case, the overhead cost reduction affected, not just a single cost
element but the operation of an entire function. An order and billing department of some fifteen people had the responsibility for accepting pencil work
copies of sales orders from the sales department, for preparing multiple -copy
sales and shipping order paper, and for acting as liaison between the production planning and the sales departments. When a customer, who had negotiated with the sales department during the entire design and estimating stages
of the transaction, later contacted the company for information about the status
of a current order, he was referred, not to the sales department but to the order
and billing department. In turn, the latter department obtained its information
as to status from the production planning office. After shipment against a sales
order, it was also the function of the order and billing department to prepare
the necessary billing documents.
Management was concerned with several phases of this operation. First, it
felt that the manpower cost was too high. Then, the paperwork was not getting
through to the production planning and stock handling departments promptly
enough. Customers did not receive answers as soon as was desired. In all,
this order and billing function was a source of time - consuming aggravation.
After a survey of the problem, our recommendation was to eliminate the
function entirely. Instead, we suggested that the multi -copy sales and shipping
orders be prepared under the jurisdiction of the sales department where all
prior contacts with the customer, through the design and estimating stages,
had taken place. Moreover, it was suggested that the sales department maintain
liaison with the production planning office so that any job status could be reported directly by phone, wire, letter, or salesman, with the least possible delay.
Finally, it was suggested that, after shipment, the billing function be performed
in a section under the control of the accounting department.
These recommendations were adopted a couple of years ago by management.
The results have been the desired objectives of reduced manpower, more rapid
creation and distribution of sales and shipping documents, and far better customer satisfaction in regard to prompt shipments, job status reporting, and
billing.
Better and Cheaper Finished Stock Control
A final example is offered in the case of a plant that carried some three
thousand items of finished products in groups which required constant balSEP TEM BER , 1 953
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ancing. Production and shipments were posted mechanically to a series of
individual inventory record cards, but these records were not always up -to -date
nor did they always reflect the true balance status, because it was so easy to
make errors when the distinguishing detail was the color of the item and not
the stock number or general characteristics. Production planning, which was
on a weekly basis, had to be compensated for to cover a delay of at least two
days each week for the posting and balancing of the prior week's production
and shipments.
The solution was the entire elimination of the perpetual inventory cards for
finished stock and the setting up of a uniform bin system in the finished products warehouse. Each item had its regular and reservoir bins all arranged to
hold a predetermined number of units. The following objectives were accomplished:

of

2. In place of the finished stock perpetual
inventory cards, quarterly physical inventories were substituted. The production schedule each week was determined
through an analysis, by if
groups, of
the incoming orders, shipments, and acfuel production of the prior week. Inventory balances were carried forward in
group totals for all items related to the
group, through the simple addition of
production to the prior week's inventory
balance and the subtraction of shipments. Thus, imbalance
stock could
be checked in general by the weekly

group inventory balances and in detail
by the constant daily surveillance of
physical warehouse stocks.
3. The cost of record keeping was meterially reduced since only in- process
stock records were continued —not finished stock records. The in- process stock
records were far fewer in number, since
they did not require distinction or separation by color.
4. Items within a related group in the finished stock warehouse were constantly
in much better balance because they
were produced to a predetermined and
weighted sales ratio experience. This
resulted in much fewer back orders.
Moreover, the investment in finished
stock, because of close surveillance and
reduced imbalance
stock, was considerably cut.
of

I. Short items could be detected each
morning by a simple physical examination of the bins throughout the warehouse. These items were immediately expedited through the production control
function.

From these comments, it can be seen that while the budget and its policing
pays off in cost reduction, it is equally important to get behind the budget
and question objectively all of the functions and all of the cost elements which
constitute production and general overhead. This pays off in overhead profits.
Disciplining Overhead Costs
It is necessary that we financial people furnish the tools for disciplining
overhead costs. These tools comprise two important sets of factors:
I. Controlling costs at the point of incidence.
150

2. Disciplining costs through factual reports.
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The mere fact that we set a budget does not mean that our overhead costs
will miraculously fall into line. No, we must work at their control day in and
day out, consciously and with the full knowledge and support of all of those
who are responsible for the expenditure of overhead dollars. There follow
some specific areas for controlling overhead costs at the point of their incidence,
with experience -based recommendations.
When Indirect Personnel or Overtime Are Involved

will

The addition of indirect personnel should never be made to the workforce
without an appropriate written requisition carefully qualified as to the need
be accomplished thereby. This requisition for
for the addition and what
help should be scrutinized by the designated executive or committee. It is
axiomatic that a person not on the payroll cannot cause excess labor costs, and
our primary purpose, if we can, is to keep him of the payroll if we have not
budgeted for him and our volume has not exceeded the budgeted level.
Overtime, unless it is a necessary and natural part of the shift length or working conditions, is usually considered to be an excess cost. No overtime in any
department— whether administrative, production, or service — should be worked
unless it is a necessary part of shift conditions, without the prior approval
of a responsible supervisor. The reason for overtime should always be carefully analyzed because it is so easy for employees, and particularly salaried
workers on accounting and service staffs, to succumb to the opiate of extra
overtime pay and the exhilaration which it produces in the pocketbook.
The reasons stated for the need to work overtime on the overtime application
slip must always be good, and the incidence should be infrequent enough to
indicate that it is not habitual nor that the work load has increased to the
point where one or more extra workers should be added on a permanent or
temporary basis. It is a temptation to some supervisors, who have been cautioned against the addition of indirect personnel, to authorize frequent or
habitual overtime work, rather than run the risk of requisitioning added personnel and the scrutiny which naturally attends such a requisition.
When It's Travel, Communication or Branch Expense
Travel expense and entertainment have long been the bug -bear of the controller or other executives responsible for keeping overhead costs in line with
the budget. Every trip, except regular territorial trips engaged in by sales
representatives and sales management, should be requested in advance in writing
SEP TE MBE R, 19 53
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and its exact purpose clearly defined. The request should be approved by the
proper executive, and he should later examine each travel expense voucher for
approval before payment. Items of travel and entertainment expense which are
reimbursable should be clearly defined, in writing, and types of expense which
cannot be reimbursed likewise should be defined in writing. Each executive who
scrutinizes travel and entertainment expense vouchers should have the power and
the determination to follow the rules.
Every special trip should be terminated with a written report outlining its
outcome. I feel that a copy of that report, as well as of the original travel request, might very well be attached to the travel voucher and its other supporting
papers in the disbursements file.
Telephone and branch ofice expenses have a habit of getting out of line unless they are policed continuously. In the case of employee calls, management
should decide at what times and how frequently various groups of employees,
depending on their location and status, should be permitted to make local calls.
Even more important from the standpoint of cost, is the frequency of and the
times during which incoming calls will be tolerated unless they are of an emergency nature. We have all had experience with the wives and husbands outside
the office or plant who make it a habit to phone the spouse who is at work for
us, regularly in the morning and the afternoon to talk about groceries and the
children, and love in general. Calls of this type are unnecessary, demoralizing
to the workforce as a whole, and extremely costly in the way of overhead dollars.
Every long - distance call, for whatever purpose and by whomever initiated,
should be accompanied by a long- distance call slip. The purpose of the call
should be stated in advance and there should be a clear determination at that
time, on the part of the initiator and the operator, as to whether it is a business
call chargeable to the firm or a personal call chargeable to the individual.
Branch office supervisors should have a clear understanding, in writing, as
to the kinds of expenditures they can make or approve and the amounts of their
budgets. Branch people should likewise be schooled to a realization of what is
important enough to warrant a long- distance call to the home office or to another
branch and what can be delegated to an air mail, special delivery letter. Very
often the written document, which can go into considerable detail and which
can be scrutinized by several interested persons, is a far better and less costly
means of communication than the spontaneous and sometimes hysterical long distance phone call. Those of you who have audited branch telephone expense
charges will agree that it is not difficult for them to reach amazing proportions
at times.
1S2
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When It's a Matter of Maintenance Cost
Of all the overhead costs other than indirect labor itself, maintenance costs are
undoubtedly the most important to control from the standpoint of dollar amount.
Moreover, the efforts of maintenance crews can rarely be policed as easily as
indirect labor attached to production, service, or similar staffs. The question is
always present "How long should it take to perform a particular maintenance
job ?" I still recall with pain the incident of the maintenance man who took two
days to hang a door in a client's office. Then there was the case of the two men
who spent a large part of two weeks' time setting tile for the steps and small
vestibule of an office, working so slowly and with such meticulous care that the
administrative staff eventually dubbed it "The Golden Staircase."
Work orders for major maintenance jobs should be estimated as to time and
material costs, and should be approved prior to their inception. If these jobs are
to run over a period of several months, the maintenance supervisor and a budget
or cost executive should compare original estimates with actual costs to date, at
the close of each month, after relating those actual costs to the percentage of
completion or the estimated cost to complete. When the major maintenance work
order is completed all actual costs, including hours of labor, should be compared
intelligently by maintenance and budget supervision with original estimates. It
is admitted that it is sometimes quite difficult to estimate the costs, particularly
if the project involves the tearing out of an old unit or structure and its replacement or rebuilding. Nevertheless, if outside contractors can make estimates on
the basis of which they are willing to sign fixed price contracts, there appears to
be no good reason why competent heads of maintenance departments or their
staff assistants cannot make equally reliable estimates and to explain deviations
from them.
In the case of routine day -to -day maintenance, the best way of policing it is
through the supervisors whose departments or functions are being serviced.
Those supervisors know their maintenance budgets and should be conscious of
the fact that they should not permit the budgets to be exceeded. Every maintenance request should be supported by a service order setting forth the nature of
the service to be rendered. On this service order, the materials used and the
maintenance hours expended should eventually be written, much in the same
manner as refrigerator and radio repairmen document their service calls. Before
the maintenance man or crew leaves the place of service, it should be necessary
to request the approval signature of the operational supervisor both as to the
satisfactory completion of the service and the number of hours of labor involved.
If the supervisor is dissatisfied either with the service rendered or the time taken
SEP TEM BER , 1 953
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or reported, he should be instructed immediately to take his copy of the service
order to his own chief. The production head will then discuss it and come to an
understanding with the designated authority in the maintenance department.
When operating supervisors become conscious of the fact that they have the
authority and ability to control their maintenance costs and are not at the mercy
of maintenance crews, they are generally able to tighten up the performance of
maintenance men and their work habits throughout the plant. Moreover, operating supervisors soon come to know what kind of service they can render for
themselves at a lower cost than it takes to call out a maintenance team. Examples
of such self- service by the workforce of the operating functions are replacement
of light bulbs or fluorescent lighting segments, repair of small tools, and like
rudimentary services. In one case, when a supervisor discovered that he was
being charged for an hour or more of maintenance time to replace broken
handles in mallets, he soon found it expedient to requisition new handles himself from the supply storeroom and have one of his indirect workers replace
the broken ones in a fraction of the time it would take a maintenance man to
go through the devious steps necessary to prepare a service order and to travel
to and from the point of service.
When Employee Rest Periods Are Considered
Certain practices have become prevalent in industry, particularly during and
since the World War II years, which are generally considered beneficial but are
often accompanied by evils. I refer to morning and afternoon rest periods,sometimes spoken of as "coffee time." In this state, and elsewhere, it is required
that female workers be given rest period breaks in the morning and afternoon.
Industry has voluntarily extended this, in many cases, to the male workers. Unfortunately, it is human nature for personnel that is supervised carelessly to start
these breaks before the bell rings or the proper signal is given, and to lag in
getting back to work stations after the rest period is over.
Intelligent, even - tempered supervision can prevent the loss of a vast amount
of productive time, by making sure that rest periods do not start before the
designated time and that workers are back at their stations ready to resume their
tasks when the break period has ended. Coffee and other refreshments are often
available during these periods, but the matching of coins and the playing of
cards should be discouraged. When such habits take hold in a plant, it is
usually found that the gambling spirit burns more feverishly from day to day.
It also happens that rest periods are used improperly for this purpose and extra
time is taken later for personal reasons.
154
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Along with the proper supervision of rest periods, there should be the same
kind of policing of shift starting and trapping times and the lunch or other
shift meal periods. Aside from making sure that the appropriate period of time
is worked, it is also necessary to see that time is not clocked in too early or off
too late, if an employee is actually not at work, since this may result in heavy
penalities under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act.
Employees respond well to intelligent supervision of shift time and break
periods. They do not resent this supervision if it is not handled in a highhanded or dictatorial manner by those responsible for the supervision. In fact,
they generally derive a certain feeling of security when they know that such
problems are being handled intelligently by management. In contrast, they are
consciously or unconsciously somewhat contemptuous of a management so slack
or blind to its responsibilities that it cannot see the frightened costs which can
arise through poorly supervised or unsupervised shift and rest periods.
When Advertising Expenses Are the Question
The last of these examples relates to authorization for advertising or promotional appropriations. Each authorization should, of course, be in written form.
If the appropriation requires preparation of a pamphlet or other copy, the exact
cost of which is not known in advance, a proper estimate should always be made.
As in the case of maintenance projects, the actual cost should always be compared with the estimate and deviations should be studied and justified by responsible executives. Each appropriation must fit into the annual or periodic
budget. If it is found that an emergency appropriation should be made, it
should replace some other less necessary project, so that the budgeted cost
overall may be maintained.
The Importance of Daily Reporting
The second of the two basic factors in disciplining costs, already referred to
is through factual reports. To be effective, these reports must be issued on a
timely basis. From the standpoint of both direct and indirect labor, the most
important single instrument of control is the daily performance report issued
the day following that on which the actual labor occurred. At that time, all
of the occurrences of the working day, all of the jobs on which work was performed, and all of the unusual conditions, if any, are clearly in the minds of
foremen, lead men, operators, and indirect workers. It is, therefore, most important that daily performance reports for each operating unit or functions be
published to indicate:
SEP TE MBE R, 19 53
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I. Measured or incentive direct labor —in
actual hours, standard hours, below standard hours, and bonus hours.
2. Non - incentive direct labor —in actual
hours, standard hours, below- standard
hours, and above - standard hours.

3. Indirect labor of each major type (including material handling, training, maintenance, etc .)—in actual hours and
budgeted hours.
4. Other labor costs (waiting time, rework,
machine down time, overtime premium)
—in actual hours and budgeted hours.

All of the foregoing data are better and more easily displayed in hours rather
than in dollars. They should be shown in totals for the day and for the month
or period to date. They should be made available, immediately upon completion,
to all responsible functional supervisors, so that important differences between
standard and actual, or budget and actual, as the case might be, can be investigated and remedied at once and before excess costs begin to mount to dangerous
proportions.
A great deal has been said and written about the value of monthly cost responsibility or performance reports. It is certainly true that these periodic
reports, which are usually released not less than a week and often ten days or
more after the close of each operating period, are of value to production management and operating supervisors and certainly are most necessary for financial
and budgetary control. It is my experience, however, that the line supervisors —
the fellows who must actually control the costs — usually can do very little with
these postmortem reports other than to use them as object lessons for the future.
Instead, I place greatest reliance upon disciplining and policing costs from day
to day, as they occur, through comparative daily performance reports, through
requisitions for added personnel, through overtime requests, through maintenance service orders, and through the various other simple but highly practical
controls which have been referred to in prior paragraphs.
Preparing Overhead Battle Plans
Less than a month ago in a suite in this hotel I sat listening to the operating
experiences, of the past year and a half, of the president of a fair -sized Midwest
corporation. In the fall of 1951, he was faced with a drastic reduction in his
volume of regular business. Instead of attempting to cut -back overhead to the
available lower volume of regular business, he set out to maintain or exceed
the higher level by cutting prices. He managed during 1952 to achieve an
operating loss of $300,000, and not until the latter part of that year did he
realize that he could not go on selling below his break -even point. Then he
reversed his tactics, cut out his unprofitable business, and reduced his overhead by
realistic and courageous slashing at every necessary point. Today he is operating
at forty per cent of the overhead which he was incurring during his high production period. During the last three months, taking available business at proper
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prices and operating on a rigid overhead budget, he has managed to start making a profit again.
To you, schooled to deal logically with these elementary problems in finance
and production, this whole incident may sound like a fantastic fairy tale. It does,
however, point up two things. First, that company was not prepared with overhead battle plans. Second, somewhere along the line, its financial management
failed its president.
Take now a contrasting case. In the fall of 1949, one of my clients was faced
with what appeared to be a temporary drop in the market requirements for its
product, a staple line of material generally produced for stock and not to customers' special order. The financial and operating personnel had prepared production and overhead battle plans in advance of this emergency. Call them
operating budgets at different levels of production, if you wish. These levels
were:
I. The op timu m level, at which a good
margin of profit was earned and all production equipment was utilized effectively.
2. The intermedia te level, at which a small
margin of profit was earned, with reduced direct labor crews and indirect
staffs and with selective utilization of
production equipment.

3. The minimum le v el, a+ which the break even point was breached but the loss was
not dangerous, and at which both direct
and indirect workers were at a minimum
for the amount of production equipment
which could be effectively used without
a complete shutdown.

Since this company was in no cash position to stockpile inventories without
the risk of financial catastrophe, its board of directors had no choice but to reduce immediately to the lowest level of production. Without a hitch, the necessary direct and indirect work forces were laid off and production equipment,
designated in advance, was shut down. For two months, the plant operated at
this minimum level of production and approximately the predicted losses were
incurred.
Then the market firmed somewhat and the board of directors voted to go forward to the intermediate level of production. Direct and indirect workers were
rehired or recruited. For the first month no profit was made, although a profit
was predicted in the budget at the intermediate level. The reason was that the
rehiring of personnel and its training takes time and is costly. In the second
month, a slight profit was achieved at the intermediate level.
Then the market firmed still further and the board of directors gave instructions to resume the normal level of production. In the first month of resumption of production at the normal rate, a profit approaching that budgeted was
achieved and in the second month it was regained.
This is an example of intelligent planning which parallels that of our military
S E P T E M B E R , 1953
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staffs. If we were not to have alternative battle plans for field action to counterbalance those of our potential enemies throughout the world, America might
soon become a captive nation. In business at this critical stage of high prices,
high production costs, high and quite inflexible breakeven points, and future
uncertainties as to government spending, no business can afford to be without
its production and overhead battle plans. If you have not made them or assisted
in their preparation in your own companies, may I suggest that you consider
them quickly and seriously on your return to your homes?
Amplifying Some Overhead to Increase Overall Profits
When I first received the invitation to give this talk on "Hidden Profits in
Overhead," the explanatory squib read "An examination of the opportunities
for profit through elimination of nonessential items of overhead."
I suggested that this explanation be changed to read, "An examination of the
opportunities for profit through proper utilization of the elements of overhead."
My reason for requesting this change is that it is sometimes necessary to augment overhead, rather than to reduce it, in order to achieve an overall increase
in profits. The following paragraphs offer some examples of this.
Investment in improved production planning and material control staffs and
methods is required in order to maintain or achieve production schedules, to
utilize equipment most effectively, and to prevent undue waiting or idle time on
the part of direct workers. Likewise, it is essential to staff adequately the production engineering, industrial engineering, and tool design functions, so that
proper methods of production with adequate tooling, proper labor standards,
and well- balanced equipment may be achieved. Poorly designed or inadequate
tooling annually costs untold millions throughout this country. In a recent case,
I inspected a plant doing government work and utilizing each year hundreds
of thousands of dollars of sheet aluminum. Yet, I discovered, not a single
cutting diagram was being given to the shear operators to guide them in reducing
scrap loss to a minimum. As to labor standards, how can a plant balance production, load equipment and enforce labor performance without them?
Another requirement is investment in adequate tool crib control, tool inspection, after each use, and tool dispatching by move men or dispatchers, rather
than withdrawal by the operators themselves. When tools are properly inspected
and repaired after each use, there is no loss of time when they are required for
use again. When dispatchers or move men take special tooling to the machine
operator instead of having the operator come to the crib, there is an immediate
and discernible saving in productive time. The operator is not distracted from
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his work and he loses the resentment which he sometimes feels at having to go
a long distance to the tool crib for special tooling at the inception of each job.
Moreover, this plan of dispatching tools eliminates effectively the "social hour"
which often takes place when operators congregate at the crib window awaiting
their turn to be served.
Again, adequate staffing of inspection functions, to prevent bottlenecks in
this vital part of every factory operation and to induce better quality control is
a practical necessity. Through this comes reduction of delays and waste time in
getting production parts to the final assembly point or to the customer. Many
times, it prevents a countinued high incidence of production losses. And, along
with prompt and adequate inspection, go the staff and procedures necessary
promptly to handle material to be scrapped or reworked. One of the cardinal
principles in a well- managed production unit is that items to be reworked be
given a green light and delivered as quickly as possible to the stockroom, to
the shipping department, or the designated assembly station. In this way, stock
imbalances, waste of time, increased assembly costs, and customer irritation are
prevented.
A final "must" is investment in adequate payroll and cost - keeping staffs to
permit the timely issuance of daily and periodic performance reports and the
periodic cost responsibility statements. Unless these cost- reduction instruments
are issued on time, through adequate staffs and procedures, a large part of their
effectiveness goes down the drain.
All overhead costs, as has already been stated, should constantly be evaluated
in relation to their need and their contribution to profits. Contrary to the
opinions of some managements, and I am sure you will all agree with me, I
am convinced that effective accounting and cost staffs, that intelligent and practical production engineering, planning, inspection, industrial engineering, and
similar service staffs in the plant, are the very heart and core of profit making
throughout American industry today.
Humanizing the Cost Reduction Program
We have all had experience with the widely varying capabilities and work
accomplishments of office workers. We have watched the typist or the biller or
the cost clerk turn out consistently half again or twice as much work a day as
the person sitting alongside him doing identical work.
There are various reasons for this phenomenon. There is the health and
energy of the worker. There is the intelligence of the worker, neither too great
nor too little for the job at hand. There is the ability of the worker to achieve
SEP TEM BER , 1 953
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the necessary rhythm or manual dexterity. There is the temperament or emotional
structure of the individual. Cementing all of these, there is the willingness and
desire of the worker to produce at the high level which gives him pride and a
sense of superior accomplishment. This last attribute, which is probably the
single most potent factor with which management must deal each day, is sometimes spontaneous in the individual. He produces because he just naturally
wants to do a good job. Often, however, he receives from good leadership
added inspiration and desire to accomplish.
The skillful instructor can shorten training time by breaking down each job
into elements or processes which are easily learned by the operator. It has been
truly said, "If the worker hasn't learned, the instructor hasn't taught." Supervisors who know how to utilize materials, machines, and manpower effectively
through combining, rearranging, and simplifying details of the job are the
war -head of any cost - reduction program. Employees must be treated and instructed as individuals, and supervisors can be trained, by almost infallible methods, in how to instruct employees and in how to handle their operating and
personal problems through good foreman- management training programs.
Sometime ago, I surveyed the procedures and supervisorial structure of a
plant for a client. In the production department, I found most of the supervisors in their fifties and without young men backing them up. I found that
the works manager had no crown prince. I found supervisors reading newspapers or gathering in corners to discuss matters not related to the operating
job. I found supervisors leaving the premises before the close of shift time with
some regularity. I found that these supervisors were fairly well paid each month.
Also, at the close of each year, during which a sufficient profit was earned, they
were automatically awarded a bonus of several weeks' pay. This bonus, which
had not been missed once during the past few years, had come to be expected
as a matter of course. I was concerned at the seeming vulnerability of the
operation and expressed my feelings to top management. These were my
recommendations.
I. Introduce at once a foremen- management training program to revitalize present supervision and to acquaint it again
with its responsibilities, both to management and the operating personnel.
2. Emphasize in weekly operating meetings
the need for alertness and objectivity
on the job, and the particular need for
supervisors to be constructive examples
to operating workers. This does not
mean that supervisors should be busily
engaged at operating duties or rushing
around at high speed. By all means, they
160

should spend the necessary time at their
desks planning schedules and working
out methods for improving operations
and production. It does mean that slovenly carriage and working habits in general should be avoided, because workers
are naturally contemptuous of that kind
of supervision and take advantage of it.
3. Hire two or three young men for production planning and other production
service departments deliberately to serve
as understudies or replacements for older
supervision when the need arises. These
N.A. C.A. BULLETIN

young men should be screened with the
utmost of care for prior experience, educational background, military accomplishment and psychological balance. In
connection with the latter, psychological
tests are given by valid professional organisations to determine the interests,
skills, intelligence, and temperament factors of all applicants. Unless an understudy has all of the proper attributes for
later leadership, to employ him not only
wastes time and money but tragedy
really strikes when he is finally placed in
a position of leadership and fails.
4. Replace the present year -end bonus system with a monthly supervisory incentive
plan related to cost and production per-

formance, using as a guide the cost
standards and burden budgets. These
supervisory bonuses should be substantial if performance is excellent and
should be scaled down to the point
where they disappear if performance is
poor in cost fields which are controllable.
It was suggested that the bonus of each
supervisor be based in part on the performance of his own department or function and in part on the combined performance of the entire plant. Supervisors of indirect or service functions were
to receive bonuses based upon their own
performance in relation to budget and
on the overall plant production performance.

Through such means as the foregoing, supervision can be inspired to do its
job, for operating personnel and for management, in reducing overhead and
other costs. To make this work, however, management must treat supervisors
with all of the dignity and respect of their strategic positions. Supervisors must
know a great deal about the thinking of management, its plans, and its problems.
They must have available, freely and without hesitation on the part of management, all of the operating statistics and performance reports that relate to their
responsibilities. They must be made to feel a part of management because they
are a part of management.
When superintendents and foremen achieve this attitude, they communicate it
instinctively and inevitably to lead men and to the line worker, both direct and
indirect. Finally, it is through this communication and communion of spirit that
we can mine the hidden gold in the make -up of each individual.
It has been demonstrated many times that most workers, who are not on an
incentive basis, can increase output from twenty-five per cent to one hundred
per cent without particularly great physical or mental exertion. We can tap
this hidden reserve within our employees only if they want to expend it for us.
They must want to before they will, and they will only if we humanize the cost reduction program as has just been outlined.
The Test Is Here
It is time to conclude. I do so with the premise developed at the beginning of this talk. Our profits of the immediate future, with stabilized or reduced
selling prices, will be derived mainly through overhead reduction, through
technological improvement, and through newly developed materials. Of these
areas, overhead reduction is particularly our own area. In overhead reduction,
we can take the lead for top management —if we have the courage and the
foresight to accept the challenge now!
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Fringe Benefits —Cost or Profit
by ADAM S. BENNION,
Vice President, Utah Power & Light Company, Salt Lake City, Utah

late Thursday afternoon, before a convenT tion which has been running vigorously
since Sunday. Even at this late
HIS IS T H E LAST PRE SE N TAT I ON ,

hour and after a break for a rest, you are still here. I salute you. I wonder
how much you can take —or how low you may be. It makes me think of the
two fellows who, also, had attended a long convention but who had majored
in the fellowship hours. As a matter of fact, they had fellowshipped so much
that they were not sure just how to get home. One of them recalled that the
railroad track running by the convention hall also ran by their homes and
suggested that, if they walked the track, they could likely make it home. After
what seemed an interminably long walk, one of them remarked to the other,
"I have never climbed such a long stairway." To which his buddy replied, "It
isn't the stairs that bother me, it's this low handrail."
Range and Prevalence of Fringe Benefits
The assignment to discuss with you, "Fringe Benefits —Cost or Profit ?" reminds me that compensation no longer is merely a matter of wages. You remember, from "Oklahoma," "The Surrey With the Fringe on Top." For this
afternoon's discussion we face "The Salary With the Fringe on Top." I remember the day when we used to pay our employees a salary and not concern
ourselves with deductions or additions. That philosophy did not work too
well, and it certainly does not represent present practice. Exhibit 1 indicates
the scope of our present practice in terms of per cent of payroll by industries
by principal classifications of benefits. Exhibit 2 includes like data, by manufacturing and nonmanufacturing company classifications only, but shows component detail for fringe benefit classifications. The data in both exhibits was
compiled by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
Interested in these charts, I turned to a group of eleven utility companies in
the Western United States to ascertain their practice in the matter of employee
benefits. The findings show in Exhibit 3. You will notice that these companies range, in the matter of percentage of costs in term of payroll, from 1 3 .4 6
per cent to 2 5 . 7 0 per cent and that the cost of employee per month ranges from
$ 3 8 . 4 7 to $88.04. In the light of these figures, certainly these fringe benefits
constitute a cost. In your expert way, you can analyze fully just what the sig* Condensed by the speaker from his address before the Conference.
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MAJOR TYPES OF FRINGE PAYMENTS BY INDUSTRY GROUPS
FRINGE PAYMENTS AS
PERCENT OF PAYROLL
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Total, all industries ......................

18.7

3.5

5.4

1.9

6.0

1.9

31.5

644

Total, all manufacturing ..............

16.4

3.8

3.9

2.0

5.2

1.5

28.9

599

17.7
14.1
14.8
15.1
20.4
22.5
16.2
14.2
14.6

3.8
4.3
4.0
3.3
3.7
2.8
3.7
3.6
3.5

3.5
3.0
3.4
3.9
5.2
9.5
2.9
4.8
4.8

3.1
1.5
1.8
0.9
3.1
0.5
2.6
2.0
0.9

5.5
4.7
4.4
6.3
6.0
8.2
6.1
3.6
4.1

1.8
0.6
1.2
0.7
2.4
1.5
0.9
0.2
1.3

29.5
21.5
24.8
30.6
34.2
46.4
26.1
22.8
26.1

636
433
535
574
725
975
512
477
575

16.2

3.7

4.2

2.5

4.5

1.3

28.4

598

15.7

3.5

3.6

1.6

5.2

1.0

29.1

630

16.5
15.1

3.9
4.0

3.5
3.2

1.9
2.3

5.3
5.0

1.9
0.6

35.1
27.9

583
594

Manufacture of :
Food, beverages & tobacco......
Textile products & apparel......
Pulp, paper, lumber & furniture
Printing & publishing ................
Chemicals & allied products....
Petroleum refining ....................
Rubber & leather products......
Stone, clay & glass products....
Primary metal industries..........
Fabricated metal products
(excluding machinery and
transportation equipment) ..
Machinery
(excluding electrical) ......... ...............................
Electrical machinery, equipment & supplies ........................
Transportation equipment ..........
Instruments & Misc. Manufacturing industries ......................

17.6

3.9

3.9

1.7

5.5

2.6

27.1

571

Total, all non - manufacturing....

22.2

3.1

7.3

1.7

7.5

2.6

35.3

709

Public Utilities (Elec., gas, wafer,
telephone, etc.) ....................

20.6

3.1

7.7

1.2

8.2

0.4

36.5

769

Trade (W holesale & Retail) ........

18.5

3.4

4.7

2.7

5.1

2.6

23.9

517

Hotels ............. ...............................

15.6

5.0

5.0

1.6

2.9

1.1

15.6

353

Banks, finance & trust companies

26.4

2.8

8.6

1.8

7.9

5.3

42.0

813

Insurance Companies ..................

21.7

2.7

7.1

1.4

8.1

2.4

32.5

621

Misc. industries (coal, mining,
warehousing and laundries)..

17.3

4.4

3.0

5.0

4.5

0.4

31.3

592

Source of Data: The Foreman's Digest, March 1953. Compiled by U.S. Chamber
of Commerce.
EXH IBIT 1
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"FRINGE" PAYMENTS TO EMPLOYEES
Total
all

TYPE OF PAYMENT

Com-

ponies

Total
all
Manufacturing

Total
all
Non -

Manufactoring

18.7

16.4

22.2

I. Legally required payments ( Employer's share only)
a. Old -Age & Survivors Insurance ..........................
b. Unemployment Compensation:
I ) 0.3% tax to Federal Gov't .........................
2) State tax (net) ............. ...............................
c. Workmen's compensation (including est. cost
for self- insured) ..................... ...............................
d. Railroad Retirement Tax, Railroad Unemployment Insurance, Sickness benefits insurance, etc.

3.5

1.4

3.8
1.4

3.1
1.3

0.3
1.1

0.3
1.3

0.3
1.0

0.6

0.8

0.4

0.1

*

Total fringe payments as per cent of payroll ..................

0.1

2. Pension and other agreed -upon payments (em-

3. Paid rest periods, lunch periods, wash -up time,
travel time, clothes- change time, get -ready time,
etc. ................................................. ...............................
4. Payments for time not worked ... ...............................
a. Paid vacations and bonuses in lieu of vacation

3.9

7.3

3.6

2.4

5.2

1.4

1.4

1.3
0.1

*

5.4

0.2

0.2

*

*

ployer's share only) ..................... ...............................
a. Pension -plan premiums and pension payments
not covered by insurance -type plan ..................
b. Life insurance premiums, death benefits, sickness, accident and medical care insurance
premiums, hospitalization insurance, etc...........
c. Separation or termination pay allowances........
d. Discounts on goods and services purchased
from company by employees ........_ ...................
e. Miscellaneous payments (free meals, compensation payments in excess of legal requirements, payments to needy employees, tuition
refunds, savings and stock purchase plans, etc.)

0.1

0.4

0.3

2.0

1.7

5.2

7.5

3.1

3.4

2.0
b. Payments for holidays not worked ....................
c. Paid sick leave .. ........... .. ............. .......................
0.4
d. Payments for State or National Guard duty,
jury, witness and voting pay allowances, payments for time lost due to death in family or
other personal reasons, etc.. ............................... 0.2

1.8
0.2

2.5
1.2

0.1

0.4

1.5

.

1.9
6.0
3.2

5. Other items ...... ........ ....... __

2.6
0.7

1.0

0.6

1.7

0.2

0.2

_

0.7

0.2

.

.

_

....... .........................
a. Profit- sharing payments
. ..................
.... ..
b. Christmas or other special__bonuses,
service
awards, suggestion awards, etc .........................
c. Special wage payments ordered by courts,
payments to union stewards, etc ....................

1.9
0.7

Total fringe payments as cents per payroll hour..........
599
Total fringe payments as dollars per year per employee
435
Number of companies ......................... ............................... 736
* Less than 0.05%
Source: The Foreman's Digest, March 1953
31.5
644

28.9

35.3
709
301

Compiled by U. S. Chamber of Commerce
EXHIBIT 2
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Source: Employee Benefits
Edison Electric Institute Wage Data Survey, Part 3.
Data Published May 1952 for Year 1951
RANK OF 11 WESTERN ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES
In Benefit Payments to Employees
Benefits
of
In
Payroll
25.70
23.70
23.23
19.76
19.18
19.04
18.78
18.77
18.18
15.95
13.46

Benefits
in Cents

%

RANK

I ..... ...............................
2 ..... ...............................
3 ..... ...............................
4 ..... ...............................
5 ..... ...............................
6 ..... ...............................
7 ..... ...............................
8 ..... ...............................
9 ..... ...............................
10 ..... ...............................
11 ..... ...............................

Per Hout

50.80
41.36
39.12
37.89
37.68
37.53
36.30
32.69
32.60
31.14
22.20

Cost Per
Employee
Per Month
88.04
71.68
67.79
65.66
65.30
65.04
62.91
56.65
56.50
53.97
38.47

EXHIBIT 3

nificance of this cost is in the operation of a given company. It is interesting,
in passing, to note from Exhibit 2 that legally required benefits consist of
Federal old -age, unemployment, workmen's compensation, and state disability
benefits.
As a matter of fact, these costs are so significant that I became interested
in examining fully how extensive fringe benefits have become in American
industry and have brought them together in the following list:
I. Group insurance
2. Hospitalization
Employee
Dependents
3. Retirement
4. Vacations
5. Holidays
6. Sick leave
7. Physical Examinations
First
Check -up
8. Premium pay (Saturdays, Sundays, holidays)
9. Length of service bonus
10. Safety and work clothes
11. Summer military leave
12. Paid lunch period
13. Travel time
14. Wash -up time
S E P T E M B E R , 1953

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Jury duty time
Time off to vote
Profit- sharing
Suggestion awards
Veterans Parties
Christmas parties
Summer outings
Recreation
Athletic
Social
Thrift plans
Credit unions
Mutual aid
Educational and training courses
Terminal pay or severance
Shift differentials
Increased production bonus
Coffee Time.
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Profits in Fringe Benefits ?
I am sure I do not need to belabor this conference with the fact that here are
costs — definite and real. In the light of these costs, the second half of my
assignment becomes doubly interesting to a conference like this. It asks, "Are
there profits involved in the process? Are there values over and above the
costs ?"
I am aware of the fact that the strength of any organization is measured, not
alone in its products and not alone in its finances. I am fully aware of the
meaning of morale to a business institution. You, too, are aware of what teamwork means in a business. It means exactly what it means in a baseball team
or in any other organization which depends upon social solidarity.
Many of these fringe benefits become so well - established that they cannot be
lopped off with impunity. Modern employees have had ample time and opportunity to think through their needs and their wants. And they are conscious of
the obligations on the part of modern industry to help them satisfy these wants.
Employees want fair pay, but they want security as well. They have an eye on
tenure and on retirement, as well they may have. Because we live in a democracy
marked by its freedom, they want more and more participation in the affairs of
the company to which they give their lives, and they want recognition. You, and
all the rest of us in business management, face a double responsibility:
I. To keep our businesses solvent— nobody
builds monuments to bankrupt companies.
2. To maintain a stabilized, loyal, enthusi-

astic, hardworking group of employees
who will carry on our businesses to even
greater performance.

Fringe Benefits Must Be Evaluated
I do not presume to come to you to tell you which of these fringe benefits
you ought to have in your organization. For some of them, I am sure, I can
make a thoroughly good case. Sanctity attaches to such provisions as group insurance, hospitalization and retirement. Those benefits, shared jointly by management and employee, are a basic foundation for any long -range program of
security. But, as we close this convention, I think it far better strategy, rather
than indulging in an argument, to raise certain questions for you to consider
with the other members of your managerial groups.
Let us look the problem squarely in the face:
I. How many of these benefits do we now
feature?
2. What is the cost to the company of
each one?
166

3. How much good does each one do?
4. What is the real basic value of the
benefit?

N.A. C.A. BULLETIN

5. In good sense, what should our program
be?
b. As we keep pace with increasing wages
and increasing costs of doing business,
how much can the budget stand in fair-

ness to solvency and in fairness to the
reserve so essential if we would keep
our companies progressive and able to
meet the challenge of tom orrow?

In our own organizations, as we consider the men who constitute our working
force and their performance with us, we can afford to be neither extravagant
nor niggardly in terms of our earning power. There is a reasonable ground on
which to stand. Just what it is in your company deserves your best thinking.
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